The model has been reformulated using a multi-level model notation, where parameters have random effects u with mean 0 and variances Ω u . Model parameters have the following population average values and interpretations: h 1 =180 (final height), h θ =165 (height at PHV), γ =1.3 (a dimensionless constant), S 0 =1.5 and S 1 =0.1 are rate constants, and θ=13.5 (age at PHV). Random variables u 0j , u 1j, .... , u 5j correspond to the deviations from the population average parameters described previously, and e ij represents the occasion level (level 1) residual for the height for individual j at occasion i.
Population average variances and covariance of Ω u are listed in below. n.b. it was not clear how γ relates to other parameters of interest therefore was simulated independently from other parameters. Key features of the simulated data including the true age at PHV; height at age 10; and final height are shown in Table S1 . Statistics fall within expected ranges, indicating that our simulation procedure is realistic. In all methods (except PACE) 1000 simulations were attempted for each method. The computational time required to implement the PACE method when measurement occasions were unbalanced and infrequent (I=10 and I=5) was extensive without the use of distributed computing, so the number of simulation runs was reduced to 500 in both scenarios.
Preece & Baines growth model
The PBGM(32) is an individually estimated non-linear growth model. Parameters were suggested to have the following interpretations: h 1 = final height, h θ height at PHV, S 0 and S 1 are rate constants, and θ is the age at PHV. We have recently described analytical solutions for the age at PHV .(39) 
Multi-level models using fractional polynomials
The model with the best fitting set of fractional polynomials is found using an iterative procedure, where all possible combinations of powers and degrees in the fixed and random effects are fitted. Patrick Royston's user written Stata program fracpoly_powers is used to generate a list of powers for models of any degree. (43) interface with increasing complexity, adding 1 random effect at a time for models up to 3 degrees. i.e. a 3 degree model may be formulated with no random effects, a random effect on the first power, random effects on first and second power, and random effects on all three powers. Models are built successively increasing the complexity with the addition of each random effect. // Decide model fitting sequence local rand_parms `" "nore" "`x'_1" "`x'_1 `x'_2" "`x'_1 `x'_2 `x'_3" "' // Use no initial values for a fixed effects only model local inits = "" // Loop over fitting sequence, building model complexity foreach random in `rand_parms' { if "`random'"=="nore" local random = "" if "`random'"!="" local inits "initsprevious" runmlwin ht cons `fracvars' , /// level1(time:cons) level2(id: cons `random') /// igls `inits' nopause } The computational burden is greatly increased in comparison to single level models, and model convergence is not always guaranteed. There are a number of possible methods for choosing the model with the best fit, with the log-likelihood being the method suggested in the original paper. In this simulation study we selected the best model using the AIC statistic, as the AIC statistic reflects model fit, and penalizes model complexity (i.e. number of parameters). The age at PHV was then derived from the equation of the best fitting polynomial. In order to do this it was necessary to build on the earlier work of Long et al. (48) and to determine first and second derivatives of any degree fractional polynomial, by differentiating both the fixed and random effects. The expanded form of the multi-level model allows for consistent differentiation of the linear expression as summations of fixed and random effects, the first derivative (velocity) of any degree fractional polynomials is written as equation
And second derivative (acceleration) as equation [9] respectively.
Age at PHV is then found by identifying the age at which acceleration is equal to zero using an iterative grid search procedure. The confidence interval for age at PHV is found by setting acceleration to the limits of the height acceleration confidence interval using an iterative grid search.
Superimposition by translation and rotation
SuperImposition Translation And Rotation (SITAR)(31) is a shape invariant non-linear multi-level model with natural cubic splines suggested by Cole et al. The model estimates the population average growth curve and departures from it as random effects. The SITAR model uses three parameters which are suggested to have direct interpretations: α j adjusts for difference in mean height; β j adjusts for timing of the pubertal growth spurt (which is thought to correlate with age at PHV); γ j adjusts for the duration of the growth spurt,
where h represents the natural cubic spline constraint. . PHV is identified using numerical differentiation of the individually predicted growth curves, the age at PHV is the age which corresponds to the maximum velocity. The SITAR model was fitted in R using an adaptation of the nlme library written by Tim Cole.
Principal Analysis by Conditional Expectation (PACE)
In standard functional principal components analysis, the observations are seen as discrete representations of a collection of underlying smooth functions . The data have a mean function ( ) ( ) and covariance function ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( )) for some time points and on an interval which is closed and bounded. The first step is to smooth (using local linear smoothers) the pooled data to obtain an estimate of . Secondly the covariance surface ( ) is smoothed and this fitted surface is then decomposed into an orthogonal expansion in terms of eigenfunctions and non-increasing eigenvalues ( ) ∑ ( ) ( ) [11] up to some threshold of variance such that functional principal components are chosen.
Using the Kahrunen-Loève expansion, each individual curve can be represented as
where the are uncorrelated random variables with mean zero and variance . The th functional principal component (FPC) describes the th pattern of variation of the response. This vector is scaled using the "factor loadings" or FPC scores which quantify the correlation between the individual's trajectory and the corresponding FPC. Moving to the case of sparse irregular ages , uncorrelated within subject residuals are assumed with mean zero and constant variance .
The are assumed to be independent of the random variables . Then for a response from the th ( ) subject at measurement point (for ),
The allow each subject their own estimated smooth trajectory and can be thought of as the individual level random effects encountered in the MLM-FP.
